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Nice, they are still showing ALF, too bad I can't get it. I had to remove WOIO out of my Zenith 901. I leave it
hidden, as it will decode it reverts to 10.2-10.5 & unhides all 4 channels itself, it may or may not catch it back
in a scan.
Cleveland, OH - HDTV - Page 359 - AVS Forum | Home Theater
I have a 1989 Buick LeSabre that stalls out while in motion. Seems to happen when a part gets too hot. After
sitting for awhile, I can drive for awhile again. Assume it is the Computer or the Catalytic Converter. One
question: Can you tell me where to look for the computer in the car? Thank you
Where can I find the computer on a 1989 Buick LeSabre?
This page contains information courtesy of Eric Giordano (JabaThaHut). This page contains an easy to follow
set of diagnostics for your early model 4.0L Jeep Cherokee with RENIX based (NON-HO / early)engines &
sensors.
Jeep Cherokee Engines - RENIX (non-HO) Engine Sensor
The speedometer stays at 0 all the time. When the transmission is in drive it won't come out of 1st gear.
Reverse works fine, and if I manually put the transmission in 1st or 2nd it works fine. 1999, Auto 4wd,
automatic, 5.3L
Speedometer doesn't work and transmission doesn't shift gears.
After installation and one day of driving, center hub to top of front fender is 23" in the front, and 25.5" in the
back. It's a quarter inch higher on the driver's side, which is fine by me with the gas tank close to empty and
no one sitting in the seat.
bjmoose installs full OME kit & rear brake lines with pics
What is a TUNE UP? (" UP" is the most complex word in the English language.) In this context, we mean ,
MAKE BETTER. GO UP! A better answer? look and read the operators guide,.
how to tune up - The FixKick.com Repair Pages, for
â€œThe notion that you have a seal of approval just because youâ€™re not a criminal â€” that you walk into
a gun store and youâ€™re ready for game day â€” is ridiculous,â€• said David Chipman, a former SWAT
team member with the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives.
Combat veterans shoot down the NRA: â€˜The good guy with a
Engine Mounts: How To Inspect Mounts. The mounts should keep the front of the engine oil pan off the
rubber bumper on the frame cross member. There should be a gap of 3/8 to 1/2 inch there.
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